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ª  Global scaling relations

ª  Hot gas profiles



EAGLE

Schaye+ 15, Crain+ 15

ª 25-100 Mpc cubic volumes

ª mg=1.8×106 M¤, ε = 0.7 kpc

ª Tuned to reproduce stellar 
mass function and galaxy 
size-mass relation

ª Matches the observed 
specific star formation 
rates, passive fractions and 
the Tully-Fisher relation



Very few clusters

Barnes+ 16

ª  Clusters are rare objects

ª  Largest volume has 7 objects with M >1014 M¤



Cluster-EAGLE

ª  Computational expense limits volume, use zoom 
simulation technique

ª  ANARCHY SPH: pressure-entropy formalism, C2 
kernel, viscosity & conductivity switches, etc.

ª  mgas = 1.8×106
 M¤, mDM = 9.7×106

 M¤

ª  Achieve a softening length of 700pc



Cluster selection

3.2 Gpc

ª 3.2 Gpc cubic parent 
volume

ª 185,000+ clusters

ª 30 clusters in the 
range 1014-1015.3 M¤


ª Clean to 5r200

ª Hydrangea sample 
clean to 10r200, see 
Yannick Bahe

Barnes+ 16



Select AGNdT9 model

ª  3 EAGLE calibrations produce realistic galaxies

ª  No recalibration, ICM properties are prediction

Schaye+ 15



Movie: S. McAlpine, R. Bower



Observables via mock X-ray pipeline

ª  Mock X-ray analysis enables a like-with-like 
comparison

ª  Relaxed: Ekin/Ethermal < 0.1



Scaling relations: M*-M500

ª  Stellar fraction reasonable match to the 
observations

ª  Estimated masses leads to increased scatter



Black Hole properties

ª  Good match to observed relation

ª  Orphan black holes under investigation 



Scaling relations: Mgas-M500

ª  Clusters are too gas rich

ª  AGN feedback model becomes less efficient 
too quickly in deeper potentials



Scaling relations: TX-M500

ª  Good match to the observed relation

ª  Little difference between the calibrations at 
cluster scales (> 1014

 M¤) 



Scaling relations: LX & ZFE

ª  Luminosity-mass relation matches observed

ª  Metallicity shows reasonable agreement with 
observations



Scaling relations: YX & YSZ

ª  Power-law Y relations

ª  Relaxed clusters show very little scatter



Hot gas profiles

ª  Reasonable agreement with observed density



Hot gas profiles

ª  Reasonable agreement with observed density

ª  Larger & hotter entropy cores than observed, 
due to AGN feedback model



Kinematic Mass Estimates

ª  Tom Armitage



Cluster Lightcones

ª  Monique Henson



Conclusions

ª  C-EAGLE produces a sample of clusters with 
realistic galaxy populations and resolves the 
ICM on sub-kpc scales

ª  Predicted ICM properties are in reasonable 
agreement with the observations

ª  Exceptions are the gas fraction and entropy 
profiles, AGN feedback models converge at 
cluster scales

ª  Development of AGN feedback in progress


